
Motorola Moto X 2nd Generation Screen
Replacement

Before you begin, download the Rescue and Smart...
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INTRODUCTION

Before you begin, download the Rescue and Smart Assistant app to backup your device and
diagnose whether your problem is software or hardware related.

[video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMLYG_6COAg]

Other good videos:

https://youtu.be/fidHKn-J-0M?list=PLHnuY...

Even though this one is not in english its easy to follow and the most detailed:

https://youtu.be/h6uFJWzjj9U?list=PLHnuY...

TOOLS:

T3 Torx Screwdriver (1)
Motorola Eject pin (1)
iFixit Opening Picks (Set of 6) (1)
Spudger (1)

PARTS:

Moto X (2nd Gen) Screen - Genuine  (1)
Moto X2 back cover adhesive sticker  (1)

Step 1 — Screen

  

Remove SIM card tray.
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https://www.motorola.com/us/rescue-and-smart-assistant/p
https://youtu.be/fidHKn-J-0M?list=PLHnuYj_tdHFr9kmGkk5o1zcRa-qJ6z34t
https://youtu.be/h6uFJWzjj9U?list=PLHnuYj_tdHFr9kmGkk5o1zcRa-qJ6z34t
https://www.ifixit.com/products/t3-torx-screwdriver
http://www.witrigs.com/oem-sim-card-eject-pin-for-motorola-phone
https://www.ifixit.com/products/ifixit-opening-picks-set-of-6
https://www.ifixit.com/products/spudger
https://www.ifixit.com/products/moto-x-2nd-gen-screen
http://www.witrigs.com/oem-back-cover-sticker-for-motorola-moto-x2


Step 2

  

Remove back cover.

Shove the sim card remover or blunt (not sharp!) metal object into the hole that is inside the
sim card slot. There is a specific hole that appears to designed to allow you push the back
cover off with a small metal rod.



The leather back seems very fragile. It folded and bent easily so peel back with extreme
caution and go slowly.



It might not be obvious from the pictures, but the black "lattice" on the inside of the cover is
the adhesive. It must be pried loose (carefully!) for the back to come off.



Step 3

Note that it might not be obvious from the pictures, but the black "lattice" in the picture and on
the inside of the cover is the adhesive. All of this portion must be pried loose (carefully!) for the
back to come off. I used tweezers to pry off the center portions.
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Step 4

 

Remove those two rubber covers which securing power button connecting flex connector and
battery connector.



Step 5

 

Release the connectors under the covers.
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Step 6

 

Twist off all 18 black torx screws and remove the front assembly from middle housing.

Step 7

 

Release LCD connector.
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Step 8

 

Release touch digitizer connector.

Step 9

 

Pry up the motherboard from right and bottom corner. Remove the LCD screen from
motherboard.
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Step 10

Tips: The LCD screen is difficult to
separate from bezel even though by
heat. So you'd better prepare the
screen replacement parts with bezel
together. And the metal shield can
be removed easily.
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Step 11 — Remove the Speaker Grills from the Broken Screen

  

The newly purchased screen will likely not have speaker grills so you must remove them from
the broken screen and put them onto the new screen



On both the upper and lower speakers remove the speaker foam that is adhered lightly. Peel
away gently. This foam will not be reused so its ok if it gets torn.



Locate the two tabs that holds the speaker grill in place. Highlighted in photo with yellow
arrows.



Push out the speaker grill by forcing either one of those two tabs out of the frame by pushing
onto the tab with a tweezer end. It requires a bit of force and it will pop out.



The photo only show the lower speaker grill removal, but the upper speaker grill is removed in
the same manner.
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To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.

Step 12 — Putting Old Speaker Grill Into New Screen

  

After removal of both speaker grills they can be put into the new screen. Wait until the phone is
fully reassembled to put the old grills into the new screen.



Align the two tabs of the grill with the two slots in the new screen

Carefully push the grill into the two slots. Start by pushing with your thumb and nail over one
tab and only push one of the two tabs in at a time. A lot of pushing pressure is required so be
careful not to damage the new screen.



If you are unable to push the grills in with your thumbs, try placing the grills in position and
then pushing the screen face-down against a flat surface.



After one of the tabs is into the slot then the second tab can be pushed into the slot with some
additional pressure. Both speaker grills can be replaced in this manner.



A couple people reported breaking their newly installed screen while popping in the speaker
grill. Its also OK to not even install the cosmetic speaker grill.
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